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IMPOTENCE AND CAPITAL
The Debate over Imported
Beverages
in the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries
Sandra Sherman

ne of the earliest disputed cases of industrial sabotage in
volved European efforts to grow coffee plants from im
ported beans in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Responding to the near-hysteria caused by looming plague—the same
threat that motivated Defoe's A Journal of the Plague Year (1722)—the
eminent horticulturalist, Richard Bradley, claimed that coffee beans,
whose product he considered effective against plague, were being
deprived of their "germinative Faculty" by Arabs keen to protect their
export of beans.' In The Virtue and Use of Coffee, With Regard to the
Plague and Other Distempers (1721), Bradley remarks on the lucrative
value to the Arabs of coffee and, invoking John Ray (whose Catalogus
' For a discussion of tracts reacting to plague broken out in Marseilles, see Paula Backscheider's
edition of Daniel Defoe, A Journal of the Plague Year (New York: Norton, 1992).
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Plantamm Angliae [1670] was a leading botanical text), suggests that
Arab enemies of free trade are, as Ray opined, altering beans to make
them infertile outside Arabia Felix:
Hence we may reasonably conjecture what vast Riches must
be amass'd by these Arabs, seeing they are Proprietors of this
Commodity, and thereby command so great a Part of the
Wealth of the most opulent Countries...[Bradley wonders]
how so great a Treasury has so long remained peculiar to one
Country, and that neither the Envy nor the Avarice of its
Neighbors have tempted them to share in this great Advan
tage! But so prudent are its Masters, that on no account will
they suffer either Plant or Seed of it to come alive out of their
Dominions; taking great care to destroy the germinative
Faculty of those Berries they send abroad, and inflicting the
most severe Punishments on such as shall attempt the
Transportation of any Plants of it. (31)
Bradley's claim is interesting, not just because it ignores the obvious fact
that tropical plants do not easily adapt to northern climates, but
because it insinuates into discourse the possibility that foreign
beverages—in some instances colorably beneficial—may carry some deep
corruption, some factor that reduces Europeans' control of their health,
while siphoning "so great a Part of [their] Wealth." Bradley's repetition
of Ray, with no independent verification, silently appeals for authority
to the West's contemporary edgy relationship with the East (in this
case, with Islam), a fascination running to suspicion.^ Indeed, in The
Good and Bad Effects of Tea Consider'd (1755), Simon Mason observes,
citing no specific source and hinting at malevolence: "I am well
informed, that the Proprietors of this Oriental Vegetable, do, not only
for the Sake of great Gain, mix good and bad Teas together, but Herbs
of a different Kind, which makes it a very great Difficulty to get that
^ See generally Bernard Lewis, Islam and the West (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993),
Lewis, The Muslim Discovery of Europe (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1982) and The A rahs
in History (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). In the chapter on coffee in Fruits of
Empire: Exotic Produce and British Taste (London: Macmillan, 1997),James Walvin notes that
"arguments about tropical staples were in essence one aspect of a much broader intellectual
discourse prompted by the collision between the West and the wider world" (35)
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which is true and genuine" (21).' For good measure, he cites "the Cheat"
perpetrated by "some of our circumcised Dealers in Tea," invoking
prejudice against Jews as shifty and foreign (22).'*Since coffee and tea are
not subject to rules, for example like those constraining the market for
grain, their sale is open to endless conjectures that, at the margin, are
unverifiable.'
It is notable, therefore, that blithe, culturally acceptable assump
tions about wily, unprincipled Eastern merchants do not inflect every
contemporary discussion of coffee, as well as its sister import, tea. The
Family Magazine...Containinga Compendious Body ofPhysick (1743), for
example, recommends coffee and tea without reservations as to their
effect on the balance of payments. Pope's "The Rape of the Lock"
(1714) features a well-informed monarch who "dost sometimes counsel
take" but, notwithstanding, "sometimes Tea" (3:8).' Yet despite such
pockets of insouciance, it was inevitable that contending financial
interests, as well as claims and counterclaims on behalf of exotic
beverages, would engender debate as hot as the beverages themselves,
raising questions touching consumers' physical and economic wellbeing. In this article, I discuss these debates, which took off when coffee

' While Europeans knew little about how tea wasgrown and processed, Mason was correa with
regard to adulteration. See Henry Hobhouse, Seeds of Change; Six Plants that Transformed
Mankind (London: Macmillan, 1999), 117-74. There was and is no evidence that the Chinese
tried topoison anyone.But suspicionof Chinese tea-traders was rampant.Godfrey McCalman's
A Natural, Commercial and Medicinal Treatise on Tea (1737) contains a typical narrative of
Chinese cheats, citing Chinese traders as so full of "artifice and chicanery...that none excepting
a Chinese can cheat a Chinese" (16). See also James Ovington, An Essay Upon the Nature and
Qualities of Tea (1699) which, though it praises the herb, maintains that "such is the peculiar
Talent of the Chmeje...that the Discovery of them in one Trick, is only the quickening their
Invention in another" (15-16)
' On the eighteenth century's stereotype of the grasping Jew, see Todd Endeman, The Jews of
Georgian England 1714-1830: Tradition and Change in a Liberal Society (Philadelphia: The
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1979), and Frank Felsenstein, Anti-SemiticStereotypes:
A Paradigm of Otherness in English Popular Culture 1661-1830 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1995).
' On thefunction of middlemen and the regulation of agricultural markets,see Joan Thirsk, ed..
The Agrarian History of England and Wales, Vol. S, 1640-17S0 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1985), 469-502.
'Poetry tended to praise tea. See, for example,Duncan Campbell's/4 PoemUpon Tea (1734), and
Nahum Tate, Panacea: A Poem Upon Tea (1702). Peter Motteux's A Poem Upon Tea (1712)
refutes mercantilist scepticism about tea, noting that the trade aaually enhances British riches:
"Yet shall its Product bear abroad her Charge,/And, chan'd forForeign Treasures,hers inlarge"
(16). In this same vein, see Tea, A Poem in Three Cantos (1743).
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and tea began to entice consumers in the mid-1600s/1 shall argue that
these debates turned on mercantilist views—obvious in Bradley—con
cerned to keep bullion at home, as well as on related, nativist consider
ations favoring domestic products. What these strands of debate had in
common, was whether physical and national power was being eroded
by imported comestibles. Coffee and tea became the focus of anxiety,
testing Britain's ability to cope with trade and empire and, more
generally, with an apparent zero-sum economy in which imports
entailed the outflow of precious resources.

In Lilium Samiente: Or: A Description of the Guernsey-Lilly. To which is
added The Botanical Dissection of the Coffee Berry (1725), James Douglas
disputes Bradley, tossing his own words back at him. Douglas notes that
"in another of [Bradley's] Books, he has given us two very good Reasons
why" destroying coffee seeds' ability to germinate, even assuming that
were possible without damaging the seeds, "is altogether needless."
Apparently, Bradley has shown that coffee seeds must be planted with
one husk on, but since both husks are removed before shipping, the
Arabs "have no occasion to use any other Art, to prevent [the plant's]
being propagated from Seeds they send abroad" (21). Has credulity
overcome Bradley's reason? Douglas also asks how Bradley can cite "so
singular a Phenomenon—without endeavouring to account for it," that
is, without showing how it is produced (22). Bradley, we are left to
infer, ignores his own scientific standards, forfeiting the debate. Indeed,
he has already conceded—in a point unnoticed by Douglas—that
Western ingenuity can master Arab guile, naturalizing coffee by
transplanting it to the West's sphere of influence. As the Dutch have
proved, coffee can flourish in colonies, and from these it can traverse an
empire, taking root even in metropolitan Europe:
' In "Three Necessary Drugs," 16S0-18S0:Ideas, Aesthetics,andlnquiries in the EarlyModem Era
4 (1998), 3-51, Simon Varey examines the introduaion of coffee, tea, and chocolate into
England. See esp. n. 9. See also "Coffee" (section HI. 4) and "Tea" (seaion in. 11) in Kenneth
Kiple and Kriemheld Ornelas, eds.. The Cambridge World History of Food (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000), andWilliam Ukers,/4//..4f'o«r Tea (New York: The Tea and
Coffee Trade Journal Company, 1935).
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But notwithstanding this [the Arabs']extraordinary Care
and Caution to preserve this Plant peculiar to themselves, the
Hollanders, some Years ago, found means to furnish them
selves with it, and have made a Plantation of it about Batavia,
in the Island of Java, which has already produced some Tuns
of Fruit. From this Plantation they have lately brought two
Trees to Amsterdam, which, by the Skill of their ingenious
Gardener, flourish and bear Fruit of such Perfection, that
several hundred Plants have been raised there from Seeds,
ripened at that Place; and which, from time to time, they
transmit to Surinam, and such places in the West-Indies as are
in their possession. (31-32)
Bradley's concession reflects an assumption, basic to the debate over
imported beverages, that importation entails loss of control over
resources that should be kept at home.® How better to reassert control
than to domesticate an import, reversing the flow of wherewithal
needed to obtain it? By producing coffee in their colonies, indeed by
coaxing it to grow in the seat of empire, the Dutch lend credibility to
a principle that values the home-grown, even as they show that nothing
need be sacrificed to accommodate this principle.' This theme, in
permutations and combinations, motivates British debate over coffee
and tea from the beginning.
Barely after Britain's first coffee house opened, M. P.'s .^4 Character
of Coffee and Coffee-Houses (1661) attacked coffee-drinking as uimatural,
an affectation that literally apes foreign customs: "Like Apes, the
English imitate all other people and their ridiculous Fashions....With
the barbarous Indian he smoaks Tobacco. With the Turk he drinks
Coffee" (1). This "foreign" substance affects body chemistry, inducing
giddiness and, consequently, meaningless expenditure of words:

* Compare the objections to tea inJohn Waldron*sy4 Satyr Against Tea (1733): "Our Ladies have
a foreign Taste, / They glory in excessive Waste, / And take great Pride, and vast Delight, / To
send their Money out of Sight, / T'enrich all Climes, beside their own,/ And flout at native
Widows Moan*' (5).
' For a contemporary reprise of Bradley, see Humphrey Broadbent, The Domestick Coffee-Man
(1722). Ray is cited as late as 1774 in John E\Vis*s An Historical Account of Coffee. However, Ellis
immediately explains that the Dutch proceeded to grow coffee from seed, and that a tree was
subsequently conveyed to France.
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For Physicians say, that Coffee causeth theMeagrim and
other Giddinesses in the Head, &c. Of this dayly experiment
may be made: For if you set Short-hand-writers to take down
the Discourse of the Company, who prattle over Coffee, it
will be evident on reading the Notes, that the talk is extrava
gant and exactly like that of the Academians of Bedlam. (3)

Coffee dissipates mental acuity just as it does money. In the gross
passage that follows, M. P. suggests that coffee, augmented by another
foreign vice, makes the body disgorge nourishment: "For Coffee being
mixt with the more drying smoak of Tobacco makes too many run to
the Tavern or Ale-house to quench their thirst, which they cannot
satisfy, till out of their gorged stomachs, they send up rich Sacrifices to
Liber Pater" (3). Mindless "prattle" and visceral "Sacrifices" (the latter,
nutritional capital disgorged as vomit) signify lost control, a physical
powerlessness whose logical extension is literal impotence:
Coffee being dry, in proportion, dryes up the Radical
moisture....Men in former times were more able, than
now...so that Hercules in one night got fifty Women with
Child....[I]n this Age, Men drink so many Spirits and
Essences...and (now at last) pernicious Coffee, that they are
grown as impotent as Age, as dry and as unfruitful as the Des
erts of Africk. Having remonstrated this, [Women] would
(were they wise) petition his Majesty to forbid Men drinking
of effeminating Coffee. (4)
Impotence, the inability to utilize visceral capital to generate new
resources, is the counterpart of losing money's productive capacity by
sending it to the Arabs. In both cases, what is lost is productivity (in the
family or the economy). In this context, the imported coffee seed
deprived of its "generative Faculty" is not just a denatured seed, but the
symptom of British weakness for a commodity that weakens British
capital in the broadest sense.
A Character of Coffee and Coffee-Houses links the physical
commodity—coffee—and its effects on the person, to the setting of the
coffee house, asserting that both physical consumption and its attendant
practices induce non-productivity. In the coffee house, therefore.
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argument never climaxes. Speakers are impotent, never coming, so to
speak, to a point:
[H]ere being neither Moderator, nor Rules, (were there
no other reason) a Man shall as soon fill a Quart Pot with
Discourse, as Profit by it. He may as rationally expect to
carry a Ship from the River of Thames to the East-Indies
Without a Pilot or Rules of Navigation, as to manage a
discourse successfully, or in this School to bring it to a good
Issue. (9)
As if affected with "Giddinesses" from too much coffee, men in coffee
houses drivel, since neither "Pilot [n]or Rules" control the direction or
outcome of speech. Speech devolves into gossip, effeminate activity in
which speech is non-productivity:
'Tis the Interest also of Women to have this drink damn'd,
lest the Men bereave them of one of their most excellent and
appropriated Qualities, that is Garrulity and Talkativeness. In
this Age Men tattle more than Women, and particularly at
the Coffee-house, when the number hath been but six, five of
them have talkt at one time. The Company here have outtalk'd an equal number of Gossipping Women. (4)
In this scene of simultaneous chatter, men cancel each other out, lost to
edification and even to making sense. A Character of Coffee and CoffeeHouses pounds away at the self-defeating effects of coffee, inseparable
from the effects of the coffee house.'° Coffee-drinking is thus more than
a marital issue; it is a homosocial and finally a social issue. It is worth
the attention of Women but also of "his Majesty," those concerned with
the micro- and macro-economy. Indeed, someone must look after men
lost to coffee, since they cannot do it for themselves:

This caricature of coffee house culture is an exception to the accepted idea, established by
Jurgen Habermas in The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (Cambridge: MIT Press,
1989), that coffee houses were foci for rational, often politically-charged exchanges. Since
Charles II abortively banned coffee houses, citing politics and wasted time, it is likely that the
caricature is likely just a caricature. For the text of Charles' proclamation, see Ukers, All About
Tea, 45.
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The day sufficeth not some Persons to drink 3, or 4
dishes of Coffee in. They borrow of the night, though they
are sure, that this drink taken so late, will not let them close
their Eyes all night. These men are either afraid to be alone
with themselves, or they to excess love Company, so that
they never set apart any time to converse with themselves.
This ill-tasted Liquor (by what charms I know not) makes
Men to neglect and forsake themselves; for who cannot rest,till
he good Fellows find He breaks up house, turns out of dores his
mind. (5)

The coffee house is a dark night of the soul (how might King Lear have
ended, set in a coffee house?) in which men flee their thoughts. The
coffee ritual is the basis of self-alienation. Such spiritual bankruptcy
leads to financial loss, the twin valence in a nascent discourse associating
coffee with lost capital. Addressing the consequences of self-neglect, M.
P. observes:
At this place, a Man is cheated of what is, by far more
valuable than Mony, that is. Time....And which is yet more
wonderful, many persons prefer Coffee, (and the Company,
which love it) before the gain of money, for many men
neglect their Callings and Vocation, to tattle away their time
over two or three dishes of Coffee. (5)
Under the influence of coffee, men do not care if they fail to earn a
living (they "prefer Coffee...before the gain of money"). In effect, M. P.
raises the problem of addiction, the relinquishing of power to a drug,
which leads to the problem cited by Bradley, the West's susceptibility
to Arab traders. In the earliest stages of the debate over coffee, and again
in the debate over tea, the issue of mental- leading to physical disability
segues to potential financial loss, which multiplied by numbers of cases
becomes a national problem. The tracts that follow A Character of
Coffee and Coffee-Houses reiterate this connection, raising the ante on its
implications.
The Maidens Complaint Against Coffee. Or, The Coffee-House
Discovered (1663) is a "merry Conference" in which the characters
promote and attack coffee. The women have no doubt as to its effects.
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One asserts that "before Tie fling my self away upon such dry horson
as drinks Coffee, I'le fling my Maiden-head in my smock, and fling it
into the Ocean to be bugger'd to death by young Lobsters" (3). A man
concedes that "Coffee, that curs'd liquor disables the most valiant
Hectors in the universe....[H]ad Coffee been made in the days of fair
Hellen of Greece, so many heroick Champions would not have been so
lusty" (5). Another woman cites its financial consequences: "some
decayed Marchant has doubtless brought this into fashion to replenish
his crack'd estate" (4). Taking up the idea that coffee cozens the unwary,
The Coffee-Mans Granado Discharged Upon the Maidens Complaint
Against Coffee (1663) is actually no "granado," but a dialogue with a
mountebank who learns that coffee is a new bogus cure:
Mr. Black-bumt: Benjamin Bad-cock drank coffee...and his
wife...remained barrenfour years, after which he left drinking
Coffee, and in three quarters of a year she had a goodly
chopping boy.
Democritus: I confesse then it is better for barrenness,
then against it.
There are also jokes about curing "priapismus," a chronic erection
("nothing ever seen to stand but his Ears"), and about a dried-up nose
falling off (5, 6). At one level, these tracts are derisory, as if coffee is a
"fashion," a vice that "apes" its foreign counterpart. At the same time,
however, the derision is edgy in the mode of Restoration drama, a little
nervous, a little too sharp not to reflect anxiety. The jokes about
effeminacy and impotence, which define Sir Fopling Flutter and the
exploits of Horner respectively, resonate in these texts, as does
conventional schtick about being duped, losing money. The effect is
funny but not-so-funny.
The period's most famous tract, which carries derision to a new,
unsettling extreme is The Women's Petition Against Coffee. Representing
to Public Consideration the Grand Inconveniencies accruing to their SEX
from the Excessive Use of that Drying, Enfeebling LIQUOR (1674,
reprinted 1700). Its object of scorn is "that Newfangled, Abominable,
Heathenish Liquor called COFFEE" (2), implying in one phrase that the
beverage is a recent imposition from abroad that should have stayed at
home. Like its predecessors, the Petition targets impotence. But now.
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coffee is an official medical problem—the Women have made "a serious
Enquiry," profited from "Discussion of the Point by the Learned of the
Faculty"(2). Sounding newly learned, the Women report that coffee's
"Drying up the Radical Moisture, has so Eunucht our Husbands, and
Crippled our more kind Gallants, that they are become as Impotent, as
Age, and as unfruitful as those Desarts whence that unhappy Berry is
said to be brought." The simile connects foreignness and detriment, a
liaison played out further in mincing, limp little verbs and adjectives
leading to images of droopiness: for "sipping of this pitiful drink," men
have "nothing stiffe but their Joints, nor standing but their Ears" (2).
As if following the script of A Character of Coffeeand Coffee-Houses,
the Women complain that not only are men becoming impotent, but
by frequenting coffee houses (^'Stygian Tap-houses") they become
effeminate, "usurp on our Prerogative of Tatling, and soon learn to
excel us in Talkativeness-, a Quality wherein our Sex has ever claimed
preheminence" (3-4). They babble to no point: "like so many Frogs in
a puddle, they...murmur insignificant notes till half a dozen out-babble
an equal number of us at a Gossipping, talking all at once in Confusion,
and running from point to point...insensibly." Their sexuality is
sublimated into non-productive lust for coffee, the alimentary equiva
lent of masturbation: they "Apostatize from the good old primitive way
of Ale drinking, to run a whoreing after...destructive Foraign Liquors."
Foreign coffee has replaced domestic Ale, the counterpart of potency.
Ale is also the counterpart of decent, productive work: men "trifle away
their time...and spend their Money" on coffee (4). The exchange between
impotence and pointless financial expenditure is made explicit in a
metaphor, the penis-as-depleted-exchequer, which defines the Petition's
prayer: "That [the men] no more run the hazard of being Cuckol'd by
Dildo's: But returning to the good old strengthening Liquors of our
Forefathers; that Nature's Exchequer may once again be replenisht, and
a Race of Lusty Hero's begot...equal to the Glories of our Ancestors"
(6). A return to native drink is a return to potency.
The time-before-coffee, represented by Hectors and Forefathers, is
an ideal period when men drank Ale so as to work, and did not fall flat
on women to pursue homosociality. The logic of this nostalgia,
however mock-serious, comports with Restoration conduct books such
as Richard Steele's The Trades-man's Calling (1684), which counsels men
to work hard and steer clear of vice. Thus while late-seventeenth
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century opposition derided the effects of "foraign" coffee, its focus was
not on mercantilist issues raised by Bradley. Bradley's text appears
almost simultaneously with Defoe's The Compleat English Tradesman
(1725), the next great financial conduct book, and the first to link
individual behavior to national and international trade. As shall become
obvious, the timing is not coincidental. It marks a shift in grounds of
opposition to coffee and indeed to tea. Impotence remains a key factor,
but its implications are much more broadly defined. During the
Restoration, coffee-drinking was seen as a national problem, but only
in that many men were seen to share the same vice.
Of course, men stood up (as it were) for themselves. In The Mens
Answer to the Women's Petition Against Coffee (1674), the author claims
that Ale "enfeebles nature," while coffee "makes the erection more
Vigorous, the Ejaculation more full, adds a Spiritualescency to the
Sperme, and renders it more firm and suitable to the Gusto of the
womb." Moreover, he asserts that "you may well permit us to talk
abroad, for at home we have scarce time to utter a word for the
insufferable Din of your ever active Tongues" (4). In this same vein, A
Brief Description of the Excellent Vertues of..Coffee (1674) waxes poetic:
Nor have the LADIES Reason to Complain,
As fumbling Doe-littles are apt to Faign;
COFFEE'S no Foe to their obliging Trade,
By it Men rather are more Active made.
Nor are coffee houses a menace: "All Customers endeavour to their
Powers / To observe all seasonable Howers" (n.p.). Yet despite such
attempts, men led the charge against coffee. The Grand Concern of
England Explained (1673), castigates coffee houses as "very great Enemies
to Diligence and Industry" (25). Thomas Tryon's The Good house-wife
Made a Doctor (1692) concedes certain medical virtues to coffee, but
recommends Ale, other locally-produced drinks, and even water. Coffee
is for men "mad after things new and Foreign," who "would not give a
farthing for an Hogshead of it, if it were to be had on Hampstead-Heath"
(212,213-14). It is "The Lazy Prattlers colourable pretence to spend his
Money and more pretious Minutes vainly" while "his Wife wants Shoes,
and his Children cry for Bread" (214).
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Of late-seventeenth century texts, Sylvestre Dufour's The Manner
of Making Coffee, Tea, and Chocolate. As it is used In most parts of Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America (1685), most vigorously makes the case for
imported beverages.The title itself suggests that foreign beverages ought
not be restricted, and the Preface makes that point explicitly:
[A]s Climates are very different th'one from th'other,
and as several Countries produce different species, so nature
has distributed certain Plants and Drugs to some Countries,
which she has denied to others.... They therefore do seem to
clash with Reason, who in contempt of the sacred Rules of
Divine Providence, do hold that every Country ought to be
content with the sole use of its own Drugs, without seeking
after those things wherewith Strangers and Foreigners may
furnish us. (n.p.)
This is Bradley's view, broadly conceived to encompass a host of
physical conditions." More profoundly, it reflects a view—absent in the
other Restoration texts—that foreign beverages are part of God's plan
for insuring human health, a notion that jibes with some seventeenthcentury botanic theory. Such theory lamented the decline of natural
knowledge since Adam's fall, but touted botanists' ability to restore
man almost to prelapsarian status by cultivating plants from all over the
world." As Charles Webster explains in The Great Instauration,
Protestant millenarianism in the seventeenth century was associated
with increased confidence in intellect, leading to an envisioned
replication of conditions associated with the Garden of Eden. Bacon's
numerous works, equating knowledge of the natural world with power
to control it, offered a framework for Utopian planning which assimi
lated with, and provided secular ballast for this ideology. Through the

" Bradley is an interesting case. In praising coffee's medicinal properties, he transfers its
potential tocause impotenceto the plant'sown inability to germinate. For an early formulation
of tea's medicinal virtues, see Thomas Garway's broadside, Exact Description of the Growth,
Quality and Venues of the Leaf TEA (1660). For the text, see \3ker%, All About Tea, 39.
The classicstudy of this theme, tracing through horticulture and related disciplines, is Charles
Webster, TheGreat Instauration:Science, Medicineand Reform 1626-1660 (London;Duckworth,
1975). See also John Prest, The Garden of Eden; The Botanic Garden and the Re-Creation of
Paradise (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981).
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"image of the New Eden," horticulturalists believed that they might
substantially replicate the Edenic equilibrium between man and nature,
a relation that could be globally, programmatically pursued (325). This
identification of horticulture with Edenic aspirations, defined as an
expression of knowledge and exercise of power, formed the basis of a
self-confident botanic rhetoric. Though Dufour's text was "newly done
out of French and Spanish," the translation recognizes, I think, its
consistency with this rhetoric. The message is that using foreign plants
entails power, not impotence:
[A]mongst all the Drugs whereof Heaven has shewed it
self liberal to Men, there be three chiefly which in our time
have required so great a vogue or credit, and so particular
esteem through all Europe by the signal effects which they are
daily found to produce in an infinite number of People, who
make use thereof with good success that I have thought it a
thing of great importance to communicate it to the publique.
(n. p.)
We learn that far from making us stupid, coffee is "good...against the
indispositions of the brain" (11). Nor does it induce impotence, since we
must interpret such claims as touching "the abuse, and not the right use
of Coffee, otherwise one may as well forbid the use of Rhubarb, China,
Sassafras, and other Drugs which grow in Europe" (14). Such claims shift
the emphasis from foreign "fashion," good only for wasting time, to a
foreign, but Povidentially-available remedy whose "vogue or credit"
bespeaks its beneficial use. This absence of nativist bias inflects
discussions of tea as well, whose effects on the stomach, head, and limbs
are similarly praised. Thus while M. P. derides emulation of the
"Turks," Dufour looks abroad for instruction, noting that in Japan,
"there is nothing more Soveraign then this plant [tea], as well for the
prolonging of our days even to an extream old age, as for dissipating all
that may be an hindrance or obstacle to our health" (49). The Restora
tion debate over coffee and tea, therefore, divides over whether foreign
beverages are copy-cat affectations detrimental to domestic life, or
concomitants of a wider intellectual awareness, beneficial to physical
well-being. This debate continues into the next century, with the anticonsumption faction making less derisory, but no less heated claims.
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In Wholesome Advice Against the Abuse of Hot Liquors, Particularly
of Cojfee, Chocolate, Tea, Brandy, and Strong Waters (1706), Daniel
Duncan suggests that coffee and tea "were at first us'd only as Medicines
while they continued unpleasant, but since they were made delicious
with Sugar, they are become Poison" (11). The problem is that we can
never have enough pleasure, so we drink hot liquors indiscriminately,
beyond what our bodies can tolerate. To what effect? "[H]ot Li
quors...not only dissipate the Spirit of Life, but also make the blood too
sharp, too hot, too subtil and too thin" (36). They are ingestable
versions of hell, overheating the metabolism, causing a person to
metabolize himself:
They are like Giles and Sulphurs thrown into the Fire,
to quicken the Flames and hasten the Consumption of the
Matter that burns; or like so many live Coals or Combustible
Matters that render the Fire of the Vital Aeolipile excessive,
the sooner to make an end of its Liquor. The Voluptuous
Man then Lives too fast, or rather makes haste to Die, because
he consumes that Provision of Life in one Flour, which
perhaps would not have been consumed in a whole Day. (45)
Duncan and Dufour both see danger in abusing coffee and tea. Duncan,
however, claims that we cannot help but consume these beverages to
excess, and so must literally consume ourselves. Fie zeroes in on
addiction. Inevitably, he ties the effects of this super-heated dissipation
of Spirit to reproductive incapacity, that is, impotence and/or loss of
fecundity: '"Tis not good for Propagation, which requires Blood filled
with Spirits; whereas this has none....Blood impoverished by the abuse
of Coffee, retains no more the Principle of Vital or Animal Actions,
both of 'em having need of Assistance from the Spirits which it hath
dissipated" (54). While Restoration tracts vaguely explain why coffee is
deflating. Wholesome Advice is credible—in eighteenth-century
terms—because it invokes theories of humoral, but also newer theories
of hematological medicine." Earlier tracts, particularly Tryon, do

" The Cambridge World History of Food observes that in the late seventeenth century, medical
theory involving the state of blood vessels and nerves begn to predominate over classical
humoral theory (the balance of hot and cold, moist and dry). See section VI. 16, "Food as
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condemn coffee as drying, but none are so explicit, comprehensive, or
cutting-edge. Wholesome Advice presses its claims, noting that coffee
(which stands for all hot beverages) "renders both Sexes less Fruitful.
The People that most drink Cojfee have but few or no Children, though
each of them might have several Wives at once" (55). In a wonderful
example highlighting the obsession with diminished capital, it asks
"Who can forbear admiring the multitude of Eggs that we find in the
Female Fish?...They drink nothing but Water" (76). Medicalization of
the attack on imported beverages constitutes a distinction between
eighteenth-century and earlier texts, even though all of them make
many similar points. Moreover, the example suggests that women are
just as much at risk as men.
The tone of these new texts is serious. While Wholesome Advice is
over-the-top, piling opprobrium for self-indulgence onto a medical
critique, it is nonetheless proleptic, establishing a rhetoric of death and
decay that later texts, such as Hanway's An Essay on Tea (1756), will
exploit. For Duncan, "the Abuse of Hot Things, as Coffee, &c. does not
kill so suddenly as others; it's a lingering Poison that proceeds by
degrees andinsensibly consumes the substance of our Lives; 'tis so much
the more dangerous as its Venome is agreeable and secret" (127). There
is nothing small-scale about Wholesome Advice. Where earlier texts
deride "fashion," and see it invading society. Wholesome Advice invokes
nothing less than a Biblical flood sweeping all before it. The text sees "a
Deluge of Coffee" (192), and in one extended conceit it exclaims:
"Happy are they that can swim a Shoar. Temperance it self oftentimes
suffers Shipwrack by it. Pray what's the Means that can save us? Who
is it that has Fortitude enough to resist the Rapid Torrent.?" In a
crescendo recapitulating this rising, inescapable tide, it claims "the
deluge of bad Example drowns the whole World, and few People are
able to escape by Swimming" (192). The image of an entire drowned
world is significant, drawing Europe into vices, excesses, and addictions
of the East. Panting to escape such addictions, the text links up with
nativist claims.
Typically, nativist rhetoricstill casts imported beverages as fashion,
unwilling to concede their legitimation, at least in middle- and upper-

Medicine," particularly the discussion of "Dietetics during the Scientific Revolution."
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class alimentary regimes."* Duncan excoriates fashion, claiming that
coffee-drinkers seek to reconcile their irrationality "by justifying the
Fashion and proving that it is agreeable to Reason" (194). Coffeedrinking entails self-inflicted casuistry. In a final shot, Duncan concedes
that if you must drive yourself to an early grave and reproductive
incapacity, at least do not inflict coffee on anyone hoping to procreate;
"You must therefore be well assured, that your improlifick Patients are
over Cold or over Moist; before you prescribe 'em Coffee, or other
heating, drying Things." (218) The addition of infertility to impotence,
adumbrated in Restoration texts but distinctly less visible, distances the
text from prurience. This is a text about health. Yet impotence lies
behind the term "improlifick," and one cannot help but wonder how
Pope, whose "Rape of the Lock" is nothing if not sexually insinuating,
might have meant these lines from Canto III:
Coffee, (which makes the politician wise).
And see thro' all things with his half-shut eyes)
Sent up in vapours to the Baron's brain
New stratagems, the radiant Lock to gain. (117-20)
Could the rape of the lock be a response to impotence—that is, if you
can't have a woman in the regular way, why not sublimate? In a vein
similar to Duncan, An Essay on the Use and Abuse of Tea (1725), by "A
Physician," claims that tea reduces the "Prolifick energy" of both sexes,
harms the ability of women to give suck, and may cause miscarriage.
Of course, medicalization works both ways—if it strengthens the
critique of imported beverages, it informs their promotion as well. A
broadside from 1710, The Volatile Spirit ofBohee-Tea, advertises tea of
which "there is no better Remedy in the World." The inclusion of
coffee and tea in encyclopedic treatises on drugs raises the ante on their
respectabihty. Pierre Pomet'syl Compleat History ofDruggs (1725) refers
the reader to Dufour, among others, for a description of its virtues, and
praises coffee for precisely the drying qualities that its detractors deride.

" Coffee came within reach of the lower class by the mid-1700s. The lower class was drinking
tea by the first, or certainly the second decade of the century. On market penetration of tea and
coffee, see Varey, "Three Drugs," Hobhouse, Seedsof Change,117-94, and TheCambridge World
History of Food, entries under "Coffee" and "Tea," and Ukers, All About Tea.
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John Quincy's Pharmacopaeia Officinalis (1739), a standard reference,
also praises coffee's drying qualities, albeit cautioning that for some
constitutions, this is a drawback. The point about these assertions is
that the terms of the dialectic between support and criticism for
imported beverages become (and for a substantial period remain)
medicalized. A Dissertation Upon Tea by Thomas Short, M.D. (1730), is
anally precise in its analyses of tea's medical effects, emphasizing its
different effects on different constitutions. But it is nonetheless a
partisan of tea, sarcastically attacking the opposition as sensationalistic:
To shew their good Nature, while they inveigh against,
and would deprive us of this commonly pleasing, but danger
ous Exotick, they kindly provide us with domestick Plants
of greater Service...Having thus vented their Spleen against
the Plant itself, they turn their virulent Pens against the
Merchants and Importers of it, and treat 'em in a Language
shocking to a modest Ear.
Others again seem to question the Virtues ascribed to
Tea, and imagine them industriously magnify'd to promote
and encourage the Importation thereof, and increase the
Merchants Gain. (20)
Curiously, Short goes out of his way to praise sage, universally
considered a "domestick Plant" of unsurpassed virtue.'' Not surpris
ingly, this portion of his treatise is cited by tea's critics, in a give-andtake in which each side arms the other. Simon Mason's The Good and
Bad Effects of Tea Consider'd is a deeply nativist tract which treats sage
as the answer to tea, noting that "it is much more salutary and agreeable
to our Constitutions...and as Doctor Short elegantly expresses, it is the
Product of the same Earth, nourished in the same Climate, and exposed
to the same Vicissitudes of Seasons as ourselves" (22-23). This emphasis
on a shared provenance is a reversal of Dufour and millennialist botany.

" See for example Pomet's discussion of tea in A Compleat History of Druggs. The entry under
"Sage" in John Evelyn, Acetaria (1699) claims that the herb "is said to render men immortal,"
a sentiment reiterated in Of the Use of Tobacco, Tea,Coffee, Chocolate,and Drams (1722), which
translates a verse to mean"Why will any Body Die, that has SAGE in their Garden" (10). In The
Virtues ofSage, in LengtheningHuman Life (1745), Dr. Henry Hill claims that other parts of the
plant are even more virtuous than the leaves.
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and for a while was a major component of nativist logic. Simon Pauli's
A Treatise on Tobacco, Tea, Coffee, and Chocolate (1746) argued that
"being Europeans, we ought to use the Regimen, Aliments, and Drinks,
peculiar to Europe; for it is no less generally than justly observed, that
the natural Produce of any Country is best suited to the Constitution
of its Inhabitants. Thus Tea seems by Nature adapted to the Inhabitants
of China, Coffee to those of Persia, Chocolate to those of America, and
Ale and Wine to those of the different Parts of Europe" (132). John
Waldron's A Satyr Against Tea (1733) suggests that "It's Virtue surely
must be Local, / And not affect our Constitution, / With any Virtue
but Pollution" (7).
Pauli literally expounds a something-in-the-water logic. Thus while
tea's supporters claim that Asia is free of diseases that ravage Europe,
"the Air, Water, and Situation, also constitute the Reason, why Tea in
Europe does not produce the same Effects it does among the Asians,
especially the Chinese" (129). Pauli links what he sees to be a surge in
Europe's effeminacy, impotence, and infertility to the provenance of tea
of coffee: "The present Europeans are vastly different from what they
were before the Asiatic Effeixiinacy was known among us" (125).'^
"Cq^e...produces Sterility in the Persians" (139). In Rational Physic
(1745), W. Samson, Surgeon, impugns tea by asking "What a shame and
reproach is it to us to lavish our health and money on such a mischie
vous article, when we have so many fine simples of our own growth,
more friendly to our constitutions, and wanting nothing but fashion to
introduce them?" (13). Foreign origin is not just the marker of affecta
tion or of a probable cheat. It is a medical concern.
Mason's text is a hymn to sage, and one of the earliest to consider
the health impact of beverages not just in terms of humoral or hemato
logical effects, but according to the required energy level relative to a
necessary output of work:
Tea-drinking in an Afternoon is very hurtful to those
who work hard and live low; such Persons as these stand in
need of something to give them more Spirits...their simple

" On the perceived relation of tea and effeminacy, see Beth Kowaleski-Wallace, "Tea, Gender,
and Domesticity in Eighteenth-Century England," Studies in Eighteenth-Century Culture 23
(1994); 131-145.
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Food requires no Dilutants; their Stomachs are seldom over
loaded, and want no Such Helps. Tea here makes them feeble,
and low-spirited, and unfit to do their Business.'^ (5)
Tea underminesthe productivity of human capital, reducing the energy
to work. It is "a very improper Meal for, such as those who labour hard,
the Man at the Plough, or Anvil, could never hold out from the
Strength of Tea" (32). "Proper" food for the working classes was an
important contemporary issue. In The Country Housewife's Family
Companion (1750), William Ellis recommends a sturdy diet (washed
down by milk and "well brew'd strong and small beer and ale"), that
will make farm laborers "go on briskly with their work, and do a good
deal of it in a day" (95). Likewise, Mason advises "a Draught of good
Ale, with a Piece of Bread and Cheese, or Cake...to enable [a man]
chearfully to return to the Anvil, and my Dame to the Wheel" (51). The
concern has an uncanny resemblance to that of the prior century, which
extends to Mason's complaint against the setting of tea-drinking:
Tea-drinking, &c. in an Afternoon, especially amongst
the lower Sort, has impoverished many Families; not from
the Expence altogether, but by idle gossipping Meetings,
which abound with Scandal, Reproach, Backbiting, and ill
Advice; the Minds of too Many viciated and allured, to
imitate evil Practices, occasion Discord, and prevent that
quiet Harmony which ought to subsist betwixt Man and
Wife. (46)
Like the old coffee tracts. The Good and Bad Effects of Tea cites the
pointless expenditure of words, this time in the heart of domesticity,
the home." Moreover, as in the coffee house, the gossip is "idle,"causing
not just disharmony but lost production.This latter concern reflects the
gradual reduction in the price of tea, so that consumption was not just

"The appeal of sage isso strong that even a tract attacking Mason as self-contradictory, obvious,
and old-hat,still haspraise for sage. See J. N. Surgeon, Remarkson Mr.Mason's TreatiseUpon Tea
(1745).
In a semi-humorous assault on tea and other fashionable beverages. Of the Use of Tobacco
claims that increased use has occasioned flatulencies which, unable to vent themselves as farts,
express themselves as talkativeness (11-13).
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anymore "for Persons of high Living." "Now-a-days Persons of the
lowest Class vainly imitate their Betters, by striving to be in the
Fashion; and prevalent Custom hath introduced [tea] into every
Cottage" (2). Thus even though Mason clearly objects to the lower class'
appropriating an upper- and middle-class luxury, he is just as concerned
with the effect of tea—its physical effects and attendant rituals—on the
inclination to work."
AnEssayon Tea, Sugar, White Bread and Butter...And Other Modem
Luxuries {U77) demonstrates this same dual concern, citing the
economic effects of the tea ritual on the lower class: "Compute the
expence, the loss of time taken in breaking and washing the dishes,
sweetening the tea, spreading the bread and butter, the necessary pause
which necessary defamation and malicious tea-table chat afford, and
they will largely account for half a day in winter, spent in doing that
which is worse, very much worse than doing nothing" (14). Pursuing
this logic to the bitter end, the Essay opines that since tea "enervates the
constitution" (13), it effects a "loss of appetite, sickness, and a puny race
of children," which "at last bring the man and his family to the parish,
and fix them as dead weight on the landed interest for life" (14). The
outbursts in The Good and Bad Effects and in the Essay are not just
concerned with the perquisites of class, and the extension (hence
dilution) of luxury; they concern the practical implications of a
particular luxury that, in the authors' estimation, undermines the value
of human capital. In the case of the Essay, misappropriated luxury also
necessitates a compensating investment (mandated by the Poor Laws)
that could better be applied elsewhere.^® Indeed, the Essay appears to
contemplate the changing nature of work, which by the third quarter
of the eighteenth century required increasing adherence to schedules, to
a system of regular hours consistent with industrial methods of
production. In this context, the perceived problem with tea is not just
that it enfeebles workers, but that it entails habits at odds with

" Compare a crude ballad, The Tea-Drinking Wife, And Drunken Husband (1749). Once the
lower class could afford tea, texts aimed at the minimally literate denounced it, such that in the
ballad, the husband claims "There is a pratling and ratling untilit be Noon/By thistime Dinnet
is ought to be done." Motteux's/1 Poem Upon Tea waffles with regard to the poor,claiming that
so long they get their work done, the poet has no interest in what cheap items they buy.
" For a discussion of "luxury" in the mid-eighteenth, see John Sekora, Luxury: The Concept in
Western Thought, Eden to Smollett (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977).
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consistent, prolonged application according to a fixed schedule. Tea
threatens the mental component of physical labor.^^
The effect of tea on lower-class diets was a major issue in the latter
half of the eighteenth century. In The Natural History of the Tea-Tree,
With Observations on the Medical Qualities of Tea, and Effects of TeaDrinking (1771), John Lettsom, M. D. argued that tea itself was not so
enfeebling as the diversion of resources from wholesome comestibles.
He calculated that "the yearly expence of Tea, sugar &c. for two
persons, exceeds that of the necessary article of bread, sufficient for a
family of five persons" (63-64). In other words, tea absorbs capital that
could purchase bread. It was not until 1795 that David Davies noted in
The Case of Labourers in Husbandry that the poor had only tea to wash
down dry brown bread, since milk was unavailable. Of course, Lettsom
could not urge on the poor a good-old-diet, since its ales and wines were
beyond their reach. He even dismisses domestic herbs as potentially as
harmful as tea. Thus in effect, he isolates the poor in a dry wasteland,
proposing no liquid alternative—even the Essay offers "English Small
Beer, or Leek Pottage...[or failing everything] the pure Element" (15). In
The Natural History, the poor are a separate discursive category, subject
to a system of accounting in which any aliment that is not bread is an
impermissible debit. Since tea is not-bread, the poor must stop drinking
it—never mind what liquid may replace it—though as Davies also noted,
tea was the only hot thing that the poor could consume.
Lettsom's isolation of the poor is implicit in a famous passage, his
nostalgic recital of breakfasts gone by:
Before the use of Tea, the general breakfast in this
country consisted of something more substantial; milk in
various shapes, ale and beer, with toast, cold meat, and other
additions. The like additions with sack, and the most gener
ous wines, found their way amongst the higher orders of
mankind. And one cannot suppose but that such a diet, and
the usual exercise they took, would produce a very different

On the impact of postindustrial protocols in customary work habits, see E. P. Thompson,
"Time, Work, Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism," in Thompson, Customs in Common:
Studies in Traditional Popular Culture (New York: New Press, 1993), 352-403.
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state of blood and other animal juices, from that which Tea,
a little milk or cream, and bread and butter affords.^^ (52)

The Natural History urges the rich to forego tea for reasons of health;
the poor are urged to give it up to avoid expense. While both rich and
poor share the same physiology, the arguments applied to the poor
virtually ignore the effect of tea itself on the body. Rather, they are
almost purely economic: the bad effects of tea on the health of the poor
"are not to be attributed so much to the peculiar properties of this
costly vegetable, as to the want of proper food, which the expence of
the former deprived these poor people from procuring" (63). Hasn't
Lettsom just lamented the effects of tea. on "blood and other animal
juices"? Analytically, the poor are affected by tea only with regard to
what it keeps them from eating, not by what it does to their bodies.
While rich and poor are ultimately subject to health concerns, those
concerns are different. It is as if the "very different state" that tea has
produced in the body is of no interest to the poor, who must eat to live,
and only secondarily worry about deleterious food. Accordingly, The
Natural History reflects a refinement in the idea that foreign, fashionable
beverages dissipate productive capital. The poor are resourcesto be kept
in running order. The "higher orders of mankind" require more precise
medical attention, calibrated to the specific physiological effects of
alimentary options.
Not surprisingly, Lettsom cautions those who would consume tea
that it is likely, over time, to induce affinities with the Chinese who,
because of weakened bodies, are "pusillanimous, cunning, extremely
libidinous...effeminate, revengeful, and dishonest" (57). He contem
plates the slow weakening of the race, that is, "whether the general use
of Tea, may not gradually encrease the disposition" to physical
sensibility, so that "the same person who in health, does not start at the
firing of a cannon, shall be extremely disconcerted, when sunk by
disease to the border of effeminacy, at the sudden opening of a door."
Effeminacy is not impotence, but a loss of gender identity, obviously

" The Good and Bad Effects of Tea indulges in a similar class-based lament, noting that heavy
breakfasts have gone out of style because heavy dinners leave the stomach "loaded by the
Remains of the Night's Excess" (28). Out in front of this issue, Motteux's A Poem Upon Tea
suggests that meat is "a fitter breakfast for a farmer's man" (1712).
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the real loss by which Lettsom hopes to shake the upper class—that is,
upper-class men—out of an addiction to tea. Lettsom sees little
difference between women and Chinamen, implying that tea-drinkers
may be twice-disgraced: "That there is a probity, fortitude, generosity
in female minds, not inferior to the like qualities possessed by the other
sex, is most certain, but that it is generally so, may perhaps be doubted"
(58). Just as the Essay fears frivolity, so The Natural History fears a
certain delicacy. Its reference to "the firing of a cannon" suggests that
the next generation of generals may already be wilting, teacups poised
in quivering hands.^^
Yet if The Natural History makes an explicit, unabashed distinction
between upper and lower classes, literally drawing up separate alimen
tary agendas, that distinction was already implicit in Jonas Hanway's
An Essay on Tea; Considered as Perniciousto Health; Obstructing Industry;
and Impoverishing the Nation, published as part of A Journal of Eight
Days Journey (1756). While An Essay on Tea appeals to the entire
population to eschew tea, it argues strenuously against lower-class
consumption on grounds that the weakening, effeminating qualities of
tea destroy the demographic segment needed to fight wars and extend
the empire. "We must call for recruits from the continent....What an
ARMY has GIN and TEA destroyed!" (234, 235). Rising to a fever of
patriotic rant, Hanway would have the higher classes, lost to tea

" In context, Lettsom's diatribe can be understood as an extension to tea of a mid-eighteenthcentury distaste for the ruling classes' growing "effeminacy." According to the theory, the
effeteness of these classes was corroding society, leaving weakness and lack of martial valor in
place of traditional discipline, strength, and patriotism. As Kathleen Wilson notes, this
denigration of effeminacy "interseaed with other efforts to eradicate behaviors and practices
(sexual and consumer as well as political) that blurred gender lines or otherwise threatened
masculinity and austerity in political and cultural realms."In the mid-century, "effeminacy was
chiefly objectionable because it had produced a weak and enervated fighting force that was
undermining Britain's positionin the world by relinquishing to France her'Empire of theSea.'"
See TheSense ofthePeople: Politics, Cultureand Imperialism in England, 171S-178S (Cambridge:
Cambridge UniversityPress, 1995),187. For examples of this type of logic, see John Brown,/in
Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times (1757), and texts cited in The Sense of the
People, 185-205. The martial implications in this notion of effeminacy transcends the mere
gossiping chastised in The Women's Petition. An eighteenth-century ballad. The Beer-drinking
Britons, links the manly drink, beer, with martial prowess: "Your wine-tipping, dram-sipping
fellows retreat,/ But your Beer-drinking Britons can never be beat." (See Madden Bdlads,
Cambridge, vol. 3). The obverse of this idea features in Tea, A Poem in Three Cantos, which
claims that ale at breakfast made ladies "aukward ill-bred Things" (5).
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themselves, save the country by reversing the destruction of its cannonfodder:
[I]t is the CURSE of this nation, that the laborer and
mechanic will APE the LORD; and therefore I can discover
no way of abolishing the use of tea, unless it be done by the
irresistible force of EXAMPLE. It is an EPIDEMICAL
disease; if any seeds of it remain, it will again engender an
universal infection. There is a certain lane near RICH
MOND, where BEGGARS are often seen in the summer
drinking their tea. You may see it drank in cinder carts; and
what is not less absurd, sold out in cups to hay-makers. He
who should be able to drive THREE FRENCHMEN before
him, or she who might be a breeder of such a race of men, are
to be seen SIPPING their tea!
"Was it the BREED of such as these,
That quell'd the proud HYSPERIDES?"
Were they the sons of TEA-SIPPERS, who won the
fields of CRESSY and AGINCOURT, or dyed the DAN
UBE'S streams with GALLIC BLOOD? What will be the end
of such EFFEMINATE customs extended to those persons,
who must get their bread by the labors of the field! (244-45)
The passage contains two discursive slippages. Tea-sipping as an
"EPIDEMICAL disease" refers not to physical ailments, as in earlier
tracts—though Hanway blames tea for numerous ills—but to a
disposition corroding a body politic whose members practice vices
harmful to the martial state. As metaphor, the epidemic connotes the
effect of weak, sick bodies on the state's declining martial health, la An
Essay on Tea, such "health" is threatened by a diminishing resource, the
cannon-fodder for Cressys and Agincourts to come. The state—as
crimping-house—needs strong men, not weak Anglo-Chinese who,
according to Hanway's calculations, die by the thousands every year
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from ravages caused by tea.^'* It is no wonder, therefore, that when
Hanway refers to those earning their bread by "labors in the field,"
"field" is ambidextrous, referring both to agriculture and to the "fields
of CRESSY and Agincourt," the fields of war. The poor are drawn into
the politics of tea, a realpolitik of nations. In another example of multivalenced rhetoric, Hanway entails a single term—the country's
"VITALS"—in politics, economics, and physiology, such that sweetened
tea entails disaster, its multiple impacts sinking the state: "How shall we
be able to cope with FRANCE if they convert their sugar, which is so
great an object, into SHIPS OF WAR, and by industry and toil qualify
themselves for war, whilst we enervate out bodies by consuming so
much tea and sugar, and SIP out our vitals in every sense?" (272-3). The
image conveys the loss of capital, both of funds and manpower. Thus
while Hanway adumbrates Lettsom, casting the poor as separate, he also
leaves Lettsom behind, launching a discourse, pursued by later writers,
concerned with tea's dilution of resources necessary to Britain's martial
will.^'
In Hanway, bullion, tea, and war converge in a single logic of
capital loss:
The STRESS of my argument is laid upon the consump
tion of TEA, as an article which drains us, most unprofitably,
of our gold and silver....This circumstance alone...calls on
us...not to squander away our RICHES for tea: in other
words, it calls on us to abandon the use of tea....
If by MONEY we mean gold and silver coin; and
if
this, as well as good SOLDIERS, is the SINEWS of war; and
if war is hanging over our heads; by squandering our riches
like prodigals, we expose ourselves to the danger of feeding on

For another study of the poor as ready for crimping, see Arthur Young, Proposals to the
Legislaturefor Numberingthe People (1771). Young's Political Arithmetick, Part II {1779),suggests
that if the poor cannot feed themselves, they may as well be shot at in the American War.
See also Hanway's Letters on the Importance of the Rising Generation of the Laboring Part of
Our Fellow Subjects, Vol. II (1767), which argues that tea-drinking among the poor not only
raises the burden of the poor rate for wealthy rate-payers, but makes Britain "tributary to
China...mA also tributary to France,and other countries, which run the Chinese drug upon us"
(182). Using the same image as ia An Essay on Tea, he notes that tea "reaches our vitals, and sucks
our blood" (183).
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HUSK, or what is worse, of wearing a GALLIC yoke.
(285-97)

Whereas Bradley worried about sending bullion abroad, Hanway views
mercantilist concerns in context with the balance of power, finally
touching national survival. The text thus articulates a new rationale for
eschewing foreign beverages: to the extent that they are "unnecessary,"
"injurious," "expensive," "producing NOTHING...but the change of
property from the SUBJECT to the STATE, and back again," they are
not just harmful, but consume resources (human and monetary)
required to fight wars (262). Hanway calculates that if Britons favored
domestic herbs, they "could afford to pay at least THRICE the sum as
the present tax on tea," painlessly reallocating capital to the nation's
most crucial objective (260). For Hanway, the economics of tea entail
the need to rationalize domestic with international policy. In this sense.
An Essay on Tea (for all its exaggeration and aspersions) is the first really
modern analysis of how tea, traded internationally, implicates microeconomic issues in decisions affecting macro-economic, and ultimately
international political decisions. Not long after, discussion of coffee
began to reflect British rivalry with France and—as a conse
quence—coffee's rivalry with tea. By the time John Ellis published/In
Historical Account of Coffee (1774), domestic consumption of tea had
long since overtaken coffee, to the dismay of Ellis, who was agent for
the colony of Dominica. An Historical Account attempts to reposition
coffee, arguing that the British government should take steps to insure
that coffee regains its competitive edge. The tract includes a long letter
from a Dr. Fothergill, who proposes a global strategy to make this
happen, perhaps the first coffee marketing plan ever devised. Fothergill
observes that three types of coffee are available to British consum
ers—Asiatic, West-Indian (mainly French and Dutch), andBritish/WestIndian, of which Asiatic is the best and British the worst ("there is
something in the smell, a rankness in the taste, a disgusting return"
[30]). Fothergill asks the inevitable question: "By what means can we
make it the [British] West India planters interest to cultivate Coffee in
such a manner, as to approach in taste and flavour as near to the Asiatic
as possible? Perhaps the shortest answer to this would be, make it their
Interest; that is, to encourage its importation" (32). The statement, a
new twist on nativist arguments, comes full circle with Bradley,
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asserting that if coffee is naturalized in a colony, it is worthy (on a par
with home-grown beverages) of domestic consumption. The challenge
is how to "encourage its importation" when the taste is so vile. The
answer, according to Fothergill, is to lower duties on coffee, thereby
raising its consumption and stirring British planters—who put no effort
into producing a superior product—to compete for a growing market.
What is new in this analysis is that all the arguments about health,
present in one form or another in every tract about coffee since the
1650s, are rendered irrelevant. The discussion proceeds through issues
of capital flow, addressing coffee as an internationally traded commod
ity. If Britain is to compete with other traders, whose success diminishes
the value of British overseas produce, then British government policy
must change to alter British habits of consumption.
Fothergill demonstrates why it is in the public interest for
government to help Britain's coffee-growing colonies compete with
other nations' coffee and, indeed, with Chinese tea. For one thing, the
voyage from China is "long and dangerous." As a commercial nation
which depends on its sailors' well-being, "we cannot...wish to promote
the consumption of those articles, which are introduced at so great an
expence of useful lives" (34).^^ The issue is human capital. It is also
financial capital: "[Coffee] is raised by our fellow-subjects, and paid for
with our manufactures. Tea, on the contrary, is paid for principally
with money. The quantities of British goods which the Chinese take
from us is inconsiderable, when compared with the quantities we pay
for in bulUon"(35). The argument is classic mercantilist one in which
human and financial outflow finally devolves into a nasty bit of racism.
Fothergill claims that since sugar is a hard crop for small planters given
the cost of land, slaves, and equipment, plantations inevitably consoli
date and the number of planters declines. "Thus the islands are
gradually thinned of the white inhabitants; they become less able to
quell the insurrections of their Negroes, or to oppose any hostile
invasion" (36). Since coffee requires no large investment, it is the answer
to the white flight.
All that is necessary is to create a market. Unlike his predecessors,
Fothergill wants to spread coffee drinking among "the poor and

For a description of the routes taken by ships carrying tea, see Hobhouse, Seeds of Change,
117-94.
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middling people." He offers a "most agreeable" recipe, "much more
nourishing and beneficial, than the wretched beverage they indulge
themselves with of the most ordinary teas" (38). That is, cheap coffee
can be better than cheap tea.^' If planters have an incentive to produce
a palatable product—as the French do—then customers will follow.
Moreover, smuggling will stop and revenues be recovered.^® A reno
vated duty is a win-win proposition. Quality will improve all along the
line from the field through shipment (no more exposure to odors from
rum and sugar) to the warehouse (no more protracted damps). Another
letter to Ellis "from a Merchant of London," explores the precise
econonaics of a new system of duties, calculating the amounts of coffee,
tea, and chocolate consumed per year per person, and weighting the
respective customs burdens. Given the relative burden on coffee, the
Merchant observes that unless government grants coffee "some
considerable encouragement, I have no doubt but the trees will be
rooted up throughout the islands, and the Coffee trade lost to this
nation" (55). As if this drain on capital were not bad enough, "it is
scarce possible but they must sink under their misfortunes, and soon be
destroyed by the harpy claws of lawyers and usurers" (57). As in the
Fothergill letter, coffee is just a commodity—not a drug, not a
poison—whose economics either enhance or harm British trade,
depending on government policy. Considering the grounds on which
The Womens Petition asked "his Majesty" to act, coffee's trajec
tory—from domestic vice to international commodity—is astonishing.
Nevertheless, the underlying concern with unproductive siphoning of
capital remains the same.

There is a significant parallel in promoting the interest of the small, middle-class planter by
spreading the availability of coffee to middle-class consumers. As Kathleen Wilson remarks in
The Smse of the People, the empire was represented as an antidote to aristocratic effeteness, a
"bulwark...of national (and middle-class) potency, identity, and virtue" (189).
In Some Considerations on the Present State of Scotland (1744), Duncan Forbes claims that tea
smuggling has depressed the Scots brewery, and drawn off bullion overseas. British discussion
of tea, smuggling, and customs policy was intense during the eighteenth century. I have not
included most of it, however, since it does not directly raise issues of capital export. See for
example Richard Twining, Observations on the Tea and Window Act (1784), and Tim Twisting
to Dick Twining—Being a Plain Dealer's Answer to A Tea-Dealer's Letter (1785). The latter is
interesting, however,in claiming that non-teadrinkers arebeing asked unfairly topay a window
tax. For an early claim that foreign beverages ruin domestic markets by depressing prices, see
The Grand Concern of England Explained (1763), 21.
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In A Treatise concerning the Properties and Effects of Coffee (1785),
Benjamin Moseley, M.D., revives many early medical issues, dismissing
virtually every complaint. By the late eighteenth century, this sort of
discussion is uninteresting. Much more interesting, is Moseley's beating
the same drum as Ellis, promoting relief for Britain's coffee colonies so
as to sustain the white population and compete successfully with
France. At least with regard to coffee, the really lively issues now
involve economics and its twin, imperialism, with medicine more or
less in retreat. This is because most everyone is drinking foreign
beverages, just because they taste good. The question is how govern
ment should mediate among such imports to mitigate negative capital
flow. As Fothergill notes, policy should address these beverages' relative
market position, rather than whether people should consume them:
"For a century to come, it is perhaps more than probable, that the
people of this country will, for one meal at least, make use of either
Tea, Coffee, or Chocolate....Tea, at present, takes the lead" (33). The
argument is a long way from Hanway but, as I have tried to suggest, its
foundation in economics, imperialism, and capital flow is much the
same. At their deepest level, all the texts that I discuss concern capital,
which like the hot liquids with which it is associated tends to be drawn
down and disappear. Since its inception, the discourse of coffee and tea
is about preventing this disappearance.

